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Probing Results

Generalization Experiments

● We confirm that contextual representations in PLMs do encode metaphorical knowledge.
● We show that metaphorical knowledge is encoded better in the middle layers of PLMs.
● Our extensive experiments suggest that metaphorical knowledge is transferable between languages 

and datasets, especially when the annotation is consistent across training and testing sets.

Conclusions

➔ RoBERTa and ELECTRA are shown to encode metaphorical knowledge better than BERT.

➔ This is consistent with their better performance on various tasks

MDL Probing Compression (Best Among Layers) / Edge Probing Accuracy MDL Probing Compression across layers

➔ Metaphorical information is more concentrated in the 
middle layers.

➔ To detect metaphors, we mainly need to predict if the 
source and target domains contrast. That is done in the 
earlier and middle layers. 

Summary

➔ Metaphors are essential in human communication and 
constructing human-like computational systems.

➔ We analyze and answer this question: 

“do our pre-trained language models 
represent metaphors?”

➔ We find that:

◆ PLMs do encode metaphorical knowledge

◆ Metaphorical knowledge is encoded better in the middle 
layers

◆ Metaphorical knowledge is transferable between languages 
and datasets

Probing 
Structure

[1], [2]

➔ XLM-R significantly outperforms the random, confirming that metaphorical knowledge learned 
during the pre-training is transferable across languages.

➔ This considerable transferability can be attributed to the ability of XLM-R to build 
language-universal representations useful for metaphoricity transfer.

➔ Moreover, the innate similarities of metaphors in distinct languages can contribute to higher 
transferability, despite the lexicalization differences.

Cross-lingual Generalization for XLM-R (and its random version) Cross-dataset Generalization for BERT (and its random version)

➔ PLM is much better than random in all out-of-distribution cases, suggesting the presence of generalizable 
metaphorical information.

➔ The random PLM accuracies range from about 54%-64% and 50%-56% for in- and out-of-distribution cases. 
We hypothesize that this drop in the out-of-distribution is related to the annotation biases, which a 
randomly initialized classifier can leverage better when testing and training sets are from the same 
distribution.

➔ There is a substantial gap between cross-lingual and cross-dataset accuracies. This can be attributed to 
that the annotation guideline is consistent in the LCC language datasets, while for the cross-dataset 
settings, we have datasets that differ in many aspects.

Our probing and generalization scenarios

➔ To see if PLMs encode generalizable metaphorical knowledge, we 
evaluate them in settings where testing and training data are in 
different distributions.

➔ We present studies in multiple metaphor detection datasets and in four 
languages (i.e., English, Spanish, Russian, and Farsi).

It looks like our taxes are dropping
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